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The gapless Bogoliubov-de Gennes (BdG) quasiparticles of a clean three dimensional spinless
px + ipy superconductor provide an intriguing example of a thermal Hall semimetal (ThSM) phase
of Majorana-Weyl fermions; such a phase can support a large anomalous thermal Hall conductivity
and protected surface Majorana-Fermi arcs at zero energy. We study the effects of quenched disorder
on such a gapless topological phase by carrying out extensive numerical and analytical calculations
on a lattice model for a disordered, spinless px + ipy superconductor. Using the kernel polynomial
method, we compute both average and typical density of states for the BdG quasiparticles, from
which we construct the phase diagram of three dimensional dirty px + ipy superconductors as a
function of disorder strength and chemical potential of the underlying normal state. We establish
that the power law quasi-localized states induced by rare statistical fluctuations of the disorder
potential give rise to an exponentially small density of states at zero energy, and even infinitesimally
weak disorder converts the ThSM into a thermal diffusive Hall metal (ThDM). Consequently, the
phase diagram of the disordered model only consists of ThDM and thermal insulating phases.
We show the existence of two types of thermal insulators: (i) a trivial thermal band insulator
(ThBI) [or BEC phase] with a smeared gap that can occur for suitable band parameters and all
strengths of disorder, supporting only exponentially localized Lifshitz states (at low energy), and
(ii) a thermal Anderson insulator that only exists for large disorder strengths compared to all band
parameters. We determine the nature of the two distinct localization-delocalization transitions
between these two types of insulators and ThDM. Additionally, we establish the scaling properties
of an avoided (or hidden) quantum critical point for moderate disorder strengths, which govern the
crossover between ThSM and ThDM phases over a wide range of energy scales. We also discuss
the experimental relevance of our findings for three dimensional, time reversal symmetry breaking,
triplet superconducting states.
I. INTRODUCTION
Three dimensional Weyl semimetals (WSM) are one
the most prominent examples of a gapless topological
phase; two non-degenerate bands touch at isolated points
in the Brillouin zone causing the low energy quasiparti-
cles to exhibit a linear dispersion in the vicinity of these
diabolic points [1]. Such band touching points act as the
(anti)monopoles of Abelian Berry curvature, giving rise
to protected surface Fermi arcs, and exotic transport and
electrodynamic properties [2–10]. Since the momentum
separation vector δK between the right and left handed
Weyl points selects out a preferred inertial frame, a WSM
phase breaks Lorentz invariance despite possessing a lin-
ear dispersion [2–4].
Interestingly, the low energy quasiparticles of several
time-reversal (T ) and inversion (I) symmetry breaking
ground states of strongly correlated materials can be de-
scribed by Weyl fermions, which may or may not possess
a conserved electric charge. The gapless quasiparticles
of various magnetically ordered states of 227 pyrochlore
iridates [11–13], and time reversal symmetry breaking
px+ ipy [14–17] and dxz + idyz [18, 19] superconductors
are some examples of proposed Weyl excitations in cor-
related materials. According to the Altland-Zirnbauer
classification scheme [20] of noninteracting fermions, a T
breaking WSM can be a member of the following three
symmetry classes: unitary/A (a magnetic phase with
conserved electric charge), C (chiral, spin singlet pair-
ing like dxz + idyz), and D (spin rotational symmetry
breaking chiral paired states like px + ipy). While class
A WSMs can exhibit both anomalous charge and thermal
Hall effects, a class D WSM only exhibits an anomalous
thermal Hall effect. By contrast, a class C WSM can sup-
port both anomalous spin (in response to a spin electric
field caused by a spatially varying Zeeman coupling) and
thermal Hall effects [18]. We also note that T preserving
but I breaking WSMs , which possess an even number
of left and right handed nodal points can be realized for
symmetry classes AII (spin rotation breaking with con-
served electric charge) and DIII (spin rotation breaking
superconductors). The experimentally observed WSMs
in spin orbit coupled, noncentrosymmetric materials [21–
25] are members of the symmetry class AII. Such WSMs
do not support any anomalous Hall effect, but they can
exhibit natural optical activity [10].
Since impurities are ubiquitous in solid state materials,
it is extremely important to study disorder effects on the
stability of gapless topological states. In all realistic situ-
ations, the fate of a disordered WSM is crucial for under-
standing experimental behavior since disorder is invari-
ably present in all material systems. The unconventional
behavior of disordered Weyl fermions was first discussed
by Fradkin [26, 27], long before any topological proper-
ties of WSM were understood. Fradkin’s conclusion was
that the WSM is stable to weak finite disorder. Over the
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2past few years, disorder effects on WSMs belonging to
class A and class AII have been extensively studied using
both analytical [28–37] and numerical methods [38–48].
Even though some theoretical works have discussed the
effects of quenched disorder on three dimensional, gapped
topological superconductors [49, 50], the problem of dirty
Weyl superconductors [19] has remained relatively unex-
plored. In addition, class D superconductors have been
studied in detail in both one and two dimensions [51–
57], whereas a systematic study in three dimensions re-
mains (to the best of our knowledge) largely unexplored.
One aim of the present manuscript is to fill this gap. In
the present work, we study the effects of quenched dis-
order on a three dimensional px + ipy superconductor.
Interestingly, the Bogoliubov-de Gennes (BdG) Weyl ex-
citations of this phase are real fermions and therefore
are in fact Majorana-Weyl (MW) fermions, which can
be realized in 3He-A [14] and in time reversal symmetry
breaking, triplet paired states of ferromagnetic supercon-
ductors [17]. Since a px+ipy superconductor can support
a large anomalous thermal Hall effect, we will refer to the
MW semimetal as a thermal Hall semimetal (ThSM).
For a comprehensive analysis of dirty superconduc-
tors one has to account for the complicated interplay
between interaction and disorder. Since unconventional
superconductors with finite angular momentum pairing
are not protected by Anderson’s theorem (which applies
only to s-wave pairing), non-magnetic disorder can sup-
press the superconducting transition temperature (Tc)
of p-wave superconductors. This type of disorder in-
duced competition between the normal state (a diffu-
sive Fermi liquid) and an unconventional paired state
has been studied for a long time [58], and is not the
focus of the present work. Rather, we will develop a
qualitative understanding of disorder effects on the gap-
less BdG quasiparticles. Therefore, instead of performing
any self-consistent calculation of the pairing gap, we will
assume a constant pairing amplitude and study the ef-
fects of randomness on a class D quadratic Hamiltonian
of a spinless px + ipy three-dimensional superconductor.
This should be a reasonable approximation deep inside
the superconducting phase, and our interest is under-
standing the quantum phases of the system rather than
the temperature-induced ‘classical’ phase transition.
We begin by describing and summarizing our main
findings for the disordered quantum phase diagram of
three-dimensional class D MW fermions in Sec. II, which
provides a helpful guide for the detailed results derived in
the rest of the paper. The remainder of the paper is orga-
nized as follows: In Section III we introduce the model of
interest including the phases within the clean limit and
the numerical method used. In Section IV we discuss the
non-perturbative effects of weak disorder, notably the ef-
fect of rare regions. In Section V and VI we discuss,
respectively, the phase diagram and the properties of the
avoided quantum critical point. In Section VII we look
into the quantum critical line separating the insulating
phase from the thermally metallic phase, in Section VIII
the localization physics is considered up to large disor-
der, and we conclude in Section IX. In Appendix A, we
present perturbative analytical results for the nature of
the quantum phase transitions, in Appendix B we study
the anti-localization peak in the DOS, and in Appendix C
we discuss the details of determining the phase bound-
aries.
II. MAIN RESULTS
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FIG. 1. (a) Phase diagram of the clean, lattice model for a
three dimensional px + ipy superconductor [see Eq. (1)], as a
function of the ratio µ/t, where µ and t are respectively the
chemical potential and the nearest neighbor hopping strength
for the underlying normal state. Thermal Hall semimetals
with two and four Weyl nodes are respectively denoted as
ThSM2 and ThSM4, and ThBIs represent fully gapped, ther-
mal insulators arising due to BEC/molecular pairing in the
absence of an underlying Fermi surface. (b) Berry curvature
induced low temperature thermal Hall conductivity κxy for
the clean model. The maximum value of κxy is k
2
BT/(6ha),
where a is the lattice spacing. This maximum value occurs
when two Weyl nodes get shifted to the Brillouin zone bound-
ary. Notice that one chiral, surface Majorana mode con-
tributes k2BT/(6h) to κxy, and the displayed bulk κxy equals
the net contribution from all chiral modes, reflecting the bulk-
boundary correspondence. (c) Zero energy density of states
ρ(0) for a clean (W = 0), system with linear dimension L = 60
(in unites of the lattice spacing). We can clearly discern each
phase even though in the thermodynamic limit (L → ∞),
ρ(0) = 0 in all of these phases. The δ-functions in the DOS
are broadened by a Gaussian of width σ = Dpi/211 for a
bandwidth D (Ref. 59).
Our numerical calculations are performed on a lattice
3model for a spinless px+ ipy three-dimensional supercon-
ductor defined on a simple cubic lattice [see Eq. (1)]. In
the absence of disorder, the lattice model can support (as
a function of chemical potential) three distinct ThSMs
(with different numbers of Weyl nodes or diabolic points)
and two topologically trivial gapped insulating phases,
as shown in Fig. 1. These ‘quantum phases’ arise simply
from the ‘band structure’ properties of the BdG quasi-
particles as described in depth in Sec. III. The ThSMs
with two and four Weyl points are respectively denoted as
ThSM2 and ThSM4, which both carry a non-quantized
thermal Hall conductivity. For the clean problem, the
density of states (DOS) for MW fermions vanishes as
ρ(E) ∼ |E|2, while the DOS for a thermal band insulator
(ThBI) or BEC phase has a hard spectral gap. These
phases are separated by clean, quantum critical points
(QCPs) located at µ/t = ±2, ±6 (for a chemical poten-
tial µ and hopping t), with critical excitations that dis-
play anisotropic dispersions EAW (k) = ±
√
t2k43 + ∆
2
pk
2
⊥
[with k⊥ =
√
k21 + k
2
2, and ∆p being the pairing ampli-
tude]. Therefore the DOS for such critical excitations
vary as ρ(E) ∼ |E|3/2, and we can associate an effective
dynamic scaling exponent from ρ(E) ∼ |E|d/zaw−1, with
zaw = 6/5. Thus, at the clean anisotropic points the
DOS is a non-analytic function of energy (or chemical
potential).
The DOS in each region of the phase diagram in Fig. 1
(a) vanishes faster than |E| and as a result disorder acts
as an irrelevant perturbation, which suggests that the
clean phase diagram is robust to a weak amount of disor-
der. (This perturbative argument is similar to what hap-
pens in a normal non-superconducting WSM for weak
disorder with the tentative conclusion that the WSM
phase is stable to weak disorder.) One interesting as-
pect of the present class D model is the possibility for
the density of states to become non-analytic (as a pre-
dicted consequence of the perturbative RG) since rigor-
ous bounds [60] do not apply. The perturbative analysis
also predicts that at finite disorder the semimetal and
the band insulator have to undergo quantum phase tran-
sitions to a diffusive thermal Hall metal (ThDM), pos-
sessing a finite density of states at zero energy.
However, for very weak disorder we find that non-
perturbative effects give rise to quasilocalized rare states
that convert the ThSM into a ThDM, with an ex-
ponentially small density of states (DOS) at zero en-
ergy [32, 46, 47] independent of how weak the disorder
is. By contrast, we find that the gapped ThBI is ro-
bust to a weak amount of disorder with a clear average
gap in the DOS, and the low energy spectrum is com-
posed of Anderson localized mid-gap states (i.e. Lifshitz
states). Thus, non-perturbative rare region physics de-
stroys the ThSM phase (converting it generically into a
ThDM phase even for weak disorder), but does not de-
stroy the ThBI phase (despite Lifshitz states contributing
a non-zero DOS inside the average band gap). Our nu-
merical results are consistent with ρ(0) 6= 0 across the
entire disordered phase diagram and the DOS is always
analytic at low-|E|. Therefore, the numerically deter-
mined phase diagram of the disordered model illustrated
in Fig. 2 (a), only consists of a delocalized ThDM phase,
a ThBI (or a trivial BEC) phase supporting exponentially
localized Lifshitz states at E = 0, and a class D Anderson
insulator (AI) for very large disorder. The weak disorder
controlled transitions and crossovers can be tracked by
the average DOS, while an Anderson localization of the
ThDM can only be tracked with non-self averaging quan-
tities such as the typical DOS, which we compute with
the kernel polynomial method [59] (KPM). We stress that
all of the disorder controlled phases described here are su-
perconductors and therefore exhibit the Meissner effect.
However, the ThDM and an ordinary Fermi liquid both
show similar linear-in-temperature specific heat and lon-
gitudinal thermal conductivity.
For weak to moderate disorder strengths, the phase
diagram exhibits crossover between ThSMs and ThDM
over a wide range of energies, governed by an avoided
QCP [see Fig. 2(b)]. Our analytical one loop renormaliza-
tion group (RG) calculations predict that the universality
class of the avoided QCP is controlled by the repulsive
fixed point of “axial chemical potential” type disorder for
MW fermions, with a dynamic scaling exponent z = 3/2
and a correlation length exponent ν = 1, which agrees
well with our numerical calculations. We emphasize that
the axial chemical potential disorder is not present in
our bare microscopic model, and we are only making a
statement about the fixed point Hamiltonian that deter-
mines the crossover properties at finite energy between
the ThSM and the ThDM. The “axial chemical poten-
tial” universality class provides a possible explanation
for why the nonperturbative rare states of the current
particle-hole symmetric problem and the rare states of
a Dirac (or Weyl) semimetal in the presence of particle-
hole asymmetric scalar random potential show similar
properties [32, 46, 47].
We find a genuine localization-delocalization quantum
phase transition between the ThBI and ThDM phases.
Physically, this is due to the average band gap being
“filled in” by random mid-gap states that have wave func-
tions which overlap significantly with states on neighbor-
ing sites resulting in a delocalized phase. For infinites-
imally weak disorder, perturbing about the anisotropic
critical point gives rise to a phase boundary separating
the ThDM and ThBI phases. Along this line, perturba-
tively we find that the DOS still obeys ρ(E) ∼ |E|3/2, and
the effective dynamic scaling exponent along this critical
line is zaw = 6/5. We find good agreement between the
power law scaling of the DOS in the numerics and the
perturbative RG expectations along the ThBI to ThDM
phase boundary with a quantum critical fan at finite en-
ergy anchored by this localization-delocalization transi-
tion as shown in Fig. 2 (b). Since both the exponentially
localized Lifshitz states in the ThBI and the power law
quasi-localized rare states in the ThDM contribute to a
non-zero DOS at E = 0, our numerical results are con-
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FIG. 2. (a) The zero energy (or temperature) schematic phase
diagram of Hamiltonian Eq. (1) with µ as the chemical po-
tential for the electrons, W is the strength of disorder, and
t is the hopping strength. ThDM is a diffusive thermal Hall
metal with finite density of states at zero energy, ThBI is the
thermal band insulator supporting exponentially localized Lif-
shitz states, and AI denotes an Anderson insulator phase of
class D, BdG quasiparticles. The thin solid orange line in-
dicates the crossover from thermal Hall semimetals (ThSMs)
and ThDM which occur at finite energies, and are governed
by an avoided QCP [as shown in (b)]. The dashed line at
large W/t and µ/t represents the possible separation between
the two Anderson insulating phases. We expect that a ThDM
regime (of a width on the order of the hopping strength) could
exist along this line due to the different nature of the two lo-
calized phases and their respective transitions. (b) A sketch
of what each regime means [taken as a cut in (a) for either
fixed µ or W such that one passes through both the ThBI
to ThDM localization transition and the avoided transition],
which we verify in each relevant section below. Due to the ex-
ponentially small DOS at E = 0 there is only a ThDM at low
energies; despite this the DOS still resembles that of a ThSM
above a cross over energy scale. The perturbatively predicted
critical point between ThSM and ThDM becomes avoided,
but its quantum critical fan can be probed numerically over
a wide range of energies. The ThBI phase is insulating and
an actual critical point separates it from the ThDM phase
with its own critical fan. Nonetheless, ρ(0) > 0 in the ThBI
phase purely from localized rare states (represented by the
grayed region in the ThBI phase). Λ is some characteristic
energy scale, above which short distance or lattice effects are
important. This figure does not depict the Anderson local-
ization transition occurring at a very large disorder strength
(or energy).
sistent with ρ(0) 6= 0 at the ThBI to ThDM transition.
Moreover, we directly show that the non-analytic behav-
ior in the DOS in the clean limit (at µ = ±6t) is rounded
out due to non-perturbative effects. Thus, the scaling
of the DOS in the quantum critical fan anchored by the
ThBI to ThDM QCP only holds at finite energy and in-
evitably crosses over at low energy to an analytic DOS.
Thus, by tuning disorder strength W or chemical poten-
tial µ we can observe rich crossover behavior at finite
energies, which is illustrated in Fig. 2.
We find that the diffusive phase is well described by
a class D nonlinear sigma model only when the disorder
strength is larger than the avoided critical strength. As
a hallmark of class D diffusive model we observe antilo-
calization effects on the density of states. The pertur-
bative beta function for the nonlinear sigma model has
been known up to four loop orders [61, 62]. However, the
beta function consists of an alternating series and it is
difficult to analytically predict the Anderson localization
transition for class D. Thus, our exact numerical calcu-
lations are essential for unveiling Anderson localization
transition of the class D diffusive metal.
At very large disorder strength we find an Anderson lo-
calization transition of the ThDM to an AI, which results
from suppressing neighboring hopping with large fluctu-
ations of the onsite potential. Due to anti-localization
effects, we find this occurs for a disorder strength much
larger than the clean bandwidth as well as the existence
of a sharp anti-localization peak in both typical and av-
erage DOS in the ThDM phase. We determine the shape
of the mobility edge and the power law governing how
the typical DOS goes to zero at the AI transition. Since
the ThBI and AI arise from distinct physical mechanisms
and are governed by different quantum phase transitions,
it is possible that a ThDM phase exists to very large W/t
and µ/t separating the ThBI and the AI [shown schemat-
ically as the dashed line in Fig. 2 (a)].
III. MODEL AND METHOD
We study the following quadratic Hamiltonian of a
three dimensional spinless px + ipy superconductor
H =
∑
r
∑
νˆ
[
t c†r+νˆcr + i∆νˆ c
†
r+νˆc
†
r + h.c.
]
+
∑
r
(V (r)− µ)c†rcr, (1)
where cr is the fermion annihilation operator at site r
on a cubic lattice, νˆ = ±xˆ, ±yˆ, ±zˆ are coordination
vectors for nearest neighbors, t is the nearest neighbor
hopping strength, and ∆ν are nearest neighbor pairing
amplitudes. For describing px + ipy pairing, we choose
∆xˆ = ∆, ∆yˆ = −i∆, ∆zˆ = 0, where 2∆ is the supercon-
ducting gap for a clean model. Additionally, µ and V (r)
respectively denote the uniform and randomly varying
chemical potentials for normal quasiparticles. For our
calculations the disorder potential will follow either (i)
a Gaussian probability distribution with zero mean and
5standard deviation W or (ii) a box distribution in the
interval [−W/2,W/2] (we will specify which probability
distribution we are using in each relevant section). The
boundary conditions are taken to be periodic unless oth-
erwise specified with a linear size L, and volume V = L3.
Both disorder distributions give the same qualitative be-
havior, but differ in some quantitative details.
A. Clean phase diagram
In the absence of disorder, the mean-field Hamilto-
nian in the momentum space can be written as H0 =
1
2
∑
k ψ
†
kh(k)ψk where ψ
†
k = (c
†
k, c−k) is the two compo-
nent Nambu spinor. The Hamiltonian operator is given
by
h(k) = [2t
3∑
j=1
cos kj − µ]τ3 + ∆(sin k1τ1 + sin k2τ2),
(2)
where τj ’s are Pauli matrices operating in particle-hole
space, and h(k) satisfies the following particle-hole sym-
metry condition
τ1 h
T (−k) τ1 = −h(k) (3)
of Altland-Zirnbauer symmetry class D. The quasiparti-
cle spectra for this model are determined by
E±(k) = ± [(2t
3∑
j=1
cos kj−µ)2+∆2(sin2 k1+sin2 k2)]1/2.
Depending on the ratio µ/t, the clean model can sup-
port three gapless and two gapped states, as shown in
Fig. 1, and the corresponding anomalous thermal Hall
conductivities are displayed in Fig. 1. When 2t < µ < 6t,
the paired state has two Weyl nodes, and the left and
right handed Weyl points are respectively located at k =
(0, 0,±K1), where K1 = arccos
(
µ
2t − 2
)
. Consequently,
the Berry flux through the xy plane will point along the
+zˆ direction. At low temperatures, the MW fermions
display a longitudinal thermal conductivity κxx ∼ T 2
(arising from residual inelastic scattering effects) and an
anomalous thermal Hall conductivity
κxy =
k2BT
6~pia
arccos
( µ
2t
− 2
)
, (4)
where a is the lattice spacing. We denote this phase as
ThSM2. Notice that κxy vanishes as µ→ 6t and acquires
its maximum value
k2BT
6~pia when µ→ 2t.
For µ > 6t, there is no underlying Fermi surface, and
the system is in the BEC regime, where the quasiparticle
spectrum is fully gapped, and the paired state acts as a
thermal band insulator (both κxx/T and κxy/T vanish in
the T → 0 limit). We denote this phase as ThBI. In the
vicinity of the QCP between ThSM2 and ThBI located
at µ = 6t, the low energy excitations are described by
h(k) ≈ −∆(k1τ1 + k2τ2) + (6t− µ− tk23)τ3. (5)
The strongly anisotropic dispersion at the QCP is cap-
tured by EAW (k) = ±
√
t2k43 + ∆
2
pk
2
⊥. At any finite en-
ergy (E) we can define two distinct energy dependent
correlation lengths: ξ3(E) ∼ 1/
√|E| along the z direc-
tion and ξ⊥ ∼ 1/|E| in the xy plane. Similarly, at finite
temperatures we can define two different de Broglie wave-
lengths or temperature dependent correlation lengths, by
replacing |E| with temperature T . All the critical prop-
erties can be understood in terms of these energy or
temperature dependent correlation lengths. As a con-
sequence of such anisotropic scaling, the critical density
of states behaves as
ρ(E,µ = 6t,W = 0) ∼ ξ−13 (E)ξ−2⊥ (E)|E|−1 ∼ |E|3/2.
(6)
If we introduce an effective dynamic scaling exponent
zaw such that ρ(E,µ = 6t,W = 0) ∼ |E|d/zaw−1, we
obtain zaw = 6/5. The quantum critical fan for this
QCP is described by the condition |E| (or T ) > |6t− µ|.
Outside the critical fan E (or T ) < |6t − µ|, the low
energy physics of ThSM2 and ThBI is governed by the
correlation lengths ξ3 ∼ 1/
√|6t− µ| and ξ⊥ ∼ 1/|6t −
µ|. Inside the ThSM2 the density of states is reduced
and follows the power law ρ(E) ∼ E2 reflecting that the
dynamic scaling exponent z = 1 for MW excitations. By
contrast, the DOS for the ThBI phase exhibits a sharp
spectral gap. We can summarize such critical and off-
critical behaviors of the DOS with the following results
ρ(E,µ∗ + δµ,W = 0)
∼

E
√
E − δµ2 Θ(E − δµ2 ), δµ > 0,
E
[√
E − δµ2 −
√
|δµ|
2 − EΘ( |δµ|2 − E)
]
, δµ < 0,
(7)
where Θ(x) is the Heaviside step function and δµ = 6t−
µ. The nodal separation inside the ThSM2 is governed
by ξ−13 ∼
√
δµ, which also controls how κxy/T vanishes
when the QCP is approached from the ThSM2 side. It is
important to note that this gives rise to a non-analytic
DOS, e.g. the second derivative of the DOS with respect
to energy diverges as ρ′′(0) ∼ δµ−1/2.
When we approach the QCP at µ = 2t from the
ThSM2 side, the Weyl points move to the Brillouin zone
boundaries as K1 → pi. Precisely at µ = 2t, three fla-
vors of anisotropic critical excitations (similar to the one
described above) emerge at k = (0, 0, pi), k = (pi, 0, 0),
and k = (0, pi, 0). For −2t < µ < 2t we find a new
ThSM phase with four MW fermions. The Weyl points
are located at k = (0, pi,±K2) and k = (pi, 0,±K2), with
K2 = arccos
(
µ
2t
)
, and we denote this phase as ThSM4.
The right and left handed Weyl points are now respec-
tively placed at k3 = +K2 and k3 = −K2. Consequently,
6the Berry flux due to these four Weyl points through the
xy plane is directed along the negative z axis, leading to
κxy =
k2BT
6~pia
[
pi − 2 arccos
( µ
2t
)]
. (8)
In the range 0 < µ < 2t, κxy decreases from its maximum
positive value toward zero. For µ < 0, κxy changes its
sign and attains the maximum negative value −k2BT6~a at
µ = −2t.
For the QCP located at µ = −2t, the left and right
handed Weyl points of ThSM4 merge at (0, pi, pi) and
(pi, 0, pi), giving rise to two flavors of anisotropic critical
excitations. In addition, a third flavor of critical exci-
tation appears at (pi, pi, 0). When −6t < µ < −2t, a
different ThSM2 phase is realized, where the left and
right handed Weyl points are respectively located at
(pi, pi,±K3), with K3 = arccos
(
2 + µ2t
)
. The Berry flux
through the xy plane due to these Weyl points is directed
along the positive z axis and the thermal Hall conductiv-
ity for −6t < µ < −2t becomes
κxy =
k2BT
6~pia
[
arccos
( µ
2t
+ 2
)
− pi
]
. (9)
As we approach µ = −6t, the new set of Weyl points
move toward the zone boundaries and κxy gradually
goes to zero. For µ < −6t, again there is no underly-
ing Fermi surface and we enter a BEC or ThBI phase.
The anisotropic critical excitations at µ = −6t occur at
k = (pi, pi, pi). In Appendix A, we present some perturba-
tive analysis of the disordered problem, which will guide
our qualitative understanding of the numerically exact
results to be presented later in the paper.
B. Typical and average DOS
In the remainder of the paper, we study the evolution
of the clean phase diagram shown in Fig. 1 as a function
of the strength of disorder. To study the various regimes
in this problem, we compute the average DOS using the
KPM technique, which is particularly well-suited here.
For each disorder realization it is defined as
ρ(E) =
1
2V
∑
i
δ(E − Ei) (10)
where Ei are the eigenstates of the disordered Hamilto-
nian. We then average this quantity over a number of
disorder realizations (see Table I). Additionally, in or-
der to study localization phenomena, we are also inter-
ested in the possibility of a thermal insulating phase (i.e.
the AI phase) driven by very large disorder (i.e. a much
larger disorder strength than the putative weak-disorder
avoided QCPs); this localization of the Majorana BdG
quasiparticles can be tracked by computing the typical
density of states [59]
ρt(E) = exp [〈〈log ρi(E)〉〉] (11)
where 〈〈· · · 〉〉 denotes a disorder average and the local
density of states at site i is defined as
ρi(E) =
1
2V
∑
n
|〈i|En〉|2 δ(E − En). (12)
To reach sufficiently large system sizes, we avoid a direct
diagonalization of H by using the KPM. This method
allows us to compute the average and typical density of
states for sufficiently large system sizes due to the spar-
sity of the tight binding Hamiltonian (for technical de-
tails see Ref. [59]). Essentially, the KPM expands the
DOS (and also the local DOS) in terms of Chebyshev
polynomials with an appropriate Kernel (here we use the
Jackson Kernel). The KPM then just needs to use matrix
multiplication techniques to find the Chebyshev expan-
sion coefficients.
There are a couple of numerical inputs into this
method: We must specify the number of Chebyshev coef-
ficients we are keeping NC , the number of random vectors
we use to evaluate the stochastic trace NR (see Sec. III C
for details about this), the type of disorder distribution
used [here we use either Gaussian or box disorder], and
how many disorder realizations we take Ndis. Unless oth-
erwise stated, we generally use the values indicated in
Table I for the average-DOS, and for the typical-DOS we
use L = 30, NC = 2
11 to 213, NR = 10 and Ndis = 800.
Box Disorder Gaussian Disorder
L NC NR Ndis L NC NR Ndis
60 211 9 16 ≤ 60 211 9 104
80 211 9 8
≥ 100 211 9 4
TABLE I. The numerical input for most calculations. The
size of the system is L3, NC is the number of Chebyshev
coefficients taken, NR is the number of random vectors in the
stochastic trace. For box disorder the random vectors are
unnormalized while for Gaussian disorder the random vectors
are normalized, see Sec. III C. Lastly, Ndis is the number of
disorder realizations. The system is self-averaging, so not
very many are needed. However, for Gaussian disorder, we
use many more in order to see rare-region effects.
C. Modification of stochastic trace
In order to probe the effects of rare regions on the low
energy DOS we need to be able to detect an exponentially
small DOS on the order of 10−5. However, as shown in
[46] the KPM method has an artificial background DOS
that is flat and sets a lower bound on what size DOS can
be accurately detected. Here, we show what the origin
of this fake KPM background is and establish how to
remove it alltogether. As a result the lower bound of the
DOS is set by the intersection of the broadening of the
Dirac delta-functions in the definition of the DOS.
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FIG. 3. The stochastic trace evolution of the density of states
produces an artificial background as seen by the use of “Un-
normalized” vectors. However, if one just uses a small number
of “Normalized vectors” much more accurate results at low
values of ρ(E) can be found. The calculation in this plot was
done with 100 disorder realizations and Gaussian disorder at
µ = 0. This effect persists at lower system sizes where it is
confirmed by computing the exact trace.
Evaluating the KPM requires the trace of a matrix, and
the most numerically efficient way to evaluate the trace
of a large matrix is with stochastic vectors [59]. Usually,
one takes Gaussian sampled vectors |r〉 = ∑i ξri |i〉 such
that
〈ξ∗riξr′i′〉 = δrr′δii′ (13)
where r denotes the random vector and i its component.
However, this means that the vectors we are sampling
over are only normalized on average, and the fluctua-
tions away from average are what lead to the artificial
KPM background that masks the real value of the DOS,
as shown in Fig. 3. As has been pointed out [63, 64],
normalization of the stochastic vectors used in the eval-
uation of the trace can reduce the statistical noise in the
data. To implement this formally, we insist that each
individual vector is normalized. Thus after sampling the
vectors, we impose the normalization condition∑
i
|ξri|2 = 2V. (14)
We demonstrate how this works in practice in Fig. 3:
for ρ(E) & 10−4 all vectors work (normalized or un-
normalized), but the unnormalized vectors hit the ar-
tificial KPM background between 10−4 to 10−5 that is
just marginally improved by taking more random vec-
tors. On the other hand, the normalized vectors work
down to very low numbers dictated by, in this case, the
tail of the Gaussian-broadened states (due to the Jack-
son Kernel). Even if we use many more normalized ran-
dom vectors, the results shown in Fig. 3 do not change
substantially. Furthermore, at smaller sizes where an ex-
act trace is computationally reasonable, the agreement is
much better. This technical advancement in our imple-
mentation of KPM is substantial as it now opens the door
for using the KPM to detect the existence of low energy
rare region effects, which prior to our work, was only pos-
sible at moderate disorder strengths above the fake KPM
background. Our modification essentially gets rid of the
constraint arising from the KPM-induced artificial DOS
background problem.
IV. NON-PERTURBATIVE EFFECTS AT
WEAK DISORDER
Since the DOS for both the MW fermions and the
critical excitations at the anisotropic QCP, vanish faster
then |E|, weak disorder is expected to be an irrelevant
perturbation (in the RG sense) to the clean phase dia-
gram in Fig. 1. The self-consistent Born approximation
(SCBA) calculation also suggests that the ballistic MW
fermions remain stable (i.e., ρ(E = 0) = 0) up to a crit-
ical strength of disorder Wc(µ). For W > Wc(µ), dis-
order induces a finite density of states at zero energy,
giving rise to a diffusive thermal Hall metal (i.e. the
ThDM phase). The perturbative irrelevance of disorder
at the anisotropic QCP (i.e. µ = ±6t) also suggests the
existence of a perturbatively accessible disorder driven
(metal to insulator) transition WI(µ), consistent with the
SCBA. However, this picture is drastically modified by
non-perturbative effects of disorder as we show in this
section. We find numerically that the DOS is analytic
across the entire W − µ phase diagram and our results
are consistent with the DOS always being non-zero in
the thermodynamic limit. Despite its shortcomings, the
perturbative RG does correctly capture the shape of the
phase boundary separating the ThDM and ThBI phases
and provides a quantitative description of the power law
scaling of the DOS and the average band gap. Due to its
technical nature and to avoid confusion with full numeri-
cal solution (that incorporates all effects) we present the
perturbative RG in Appendix A.
A. Thermal band insulator |µ| > µI(W )
We begin by discussing the low energy eigenstates in-
side the band gap of the thermal band insulator in the
phase diagram of Fig. 2. For weak disorder, mid-gap
states fall randomly inside the band gap that induce Lif-
shitz states, which are fairly well understood [65, 66].
These eigenstates are exponentially localized around the
sites (or cluster of sites) with a very large disorder
strength. These eigenstates round out the gap in the
DOS and give rise to an exponentially decaying en-
ergy dependent DOS that goes like ρ(E) ∼ A(E)e−B(E)
[67] (e.g. ρ(E) ∼ Ae−B|E−E0|−3/2 for box disorder and
ρ(E) ∼ Ae−B|E−E0|1/2 for Gaussian disorder [65, 66] in
three dimensions). We demonstrate this in the ThBI
phase in Fig. 4 where we fit the DOS to the Lifshitz form
8near the band edge. In the ThBI phase the zero energy
eigenstates are Anderson localized insulating states and
their contribution to the zero energy DOS is negligible,
but strictly speaking non-zero. Thus, despite the inabil-
ity to probe such zero energy states numerically, our data
satisfying the Lifshitz form is consistent with ρ(0) > 0 in
the disordered ThBI phase. For sufficiently large dis-
order strength, these mid-gap states become sufficiently
dense to completely fill in the average bulk band gap. In
this limit these Lifshitz states at E = 0 develop sufficient
overlap eventually driving a quantum phase transition
from the ThBI to a ThDM. We explore this transition
non-perturbatively in Section IV C and its scaling prop-
erties in Section VII.
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FIG. 4. Deep within the insulating phase, we fit the Lifshitz
Tail due to rare region effects: ρ(E) − ρ(0) ≈ Aeb|E−E0|−3/2
for box disorder (with A ≈ 5.31 × 10−12, b ≈ 0.209, and
E0 ≈ 0.233t). The thin individual lines are averages over
1000 realizations while the thick (red) line is an average over
28,000 realizations—all calculations are done with Nc = 2
13.
The thin lines clearly show rare contributions to the DOS
deep in the average band gap. E0 is a good approximation
for the average band edge, drawn as a vertical line in both
plot and inset. (Inset) Same data on a linear-linear scale.
B. Thermal semi-metal regime |µ| < µc(W )
In this section, we provide numerical evidence at weak
disorder that non-perturbative rare-regions exist in the
current model (despite the strict particle hole symmetry)
and contribute a non-zero DOS at E = 0. We focus on a
gaussian distribution of disorder because the unbounded
tails of the distribution lead to large local fluctuations
of the potential enhancing the probability of generating
a rare event [32, 47]. Moreover, as these events are rare
we use 10, 000 disorder realizations to find a statistically
significant result.
As shown in Ref. [46], in order to diagnose rare region
effects and eliminate the finite size effects on the DOS in
the SM regime, we need to move the zero energy states
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FIG. 5. The finite size DOS at weak disorder. (a) Depending
on the physics we are looking at, it is useful to sometimes
keep one Weyl peak at zero energy as shown here. (b) The
DOS for various L with Gaussian disorder as a function of
LE. At weak disorder the peaks are spaced like 1/L and
therefore are composed of perturbatively dressed Weyl states
that are smoothly connected to their W = 0 counterparts.
There are no states at zero energy, the finite value of the DOS
at E = 0 is solely due to the overlap of the two Weyl peaks
at EL/t ≈ 5 broadened by the KPM. (c) The DOS versus E
computed with a gaussian disorder distribution displaying the
cross over regimes at low E. At very low energies the density
of states is non-zero and essentially E-independent displaying
the ThDM regime. At finite E, the ThSM regime is intact
with characteristic ρ(E) ∼ E2 dispersion, and at large E, we
start to see the critical fan ρ(E) ∼ |E|.
9away from E = 0 so that for W = 0, ρ(0) = 0 at all L.
In short, by modifying boundary conditions alone we can
move from a situation with a state at E = 0 as shown in
Fig. 5 (a) and move the lowest energy Weyl state max-
imally from zero as shown in Fig. 5 (b). To accomplish
this in Nambu space we either consider L that is not a
multiple of four with periodic boundary conditions or we
introduce antiperiodic boundary conditions, which both
move the clean (i.e. disorder-free) states away from zero
energy. In particular, for anti-periodic boundary condi-
tions ψ(0) = −ψ(Lej) for the directions j = x, y, z when
L is a multiple of four [68]. In the disorder-free limit
with anti-periodic boundary conditions the eigenstates
labeled by k are shifted to k → k + pi/L(1, 1, 1). Af-
ter performing this shift, the lowest lying Weyl state is
maximally moved away from zero energy. Also, we want
to minimize the broadening of each energy eigenvalue by
disorder, and we do this by enforcing
∑
r V (r) = 0 for
each disorder realization. Here, we are seeking an expo-
nentially small ρ(0) and therefore the modified stochastic
trace (see Sec. III C) is essential to be able to access a
DOS of such a small magnitude.
For very weak disorder the low energy DOS is well
described by Weyl peaks that are broadened and move
in energy due to disorder, see Figs. 5 (a) and (b). At
slightly larger disorder, (where we can find a statisti-
cally significant amount of rare states) the low energy
DOS is an essentially flat background (between the Weyl
peaks) that extends to E = 0, see Fig. 5 (c). These Weyl
peaks are well described by perturbation theory in disor-
der and are essentially perturbatively renormalized Weyl
states [46], which are spaced like 1/L (see Fig. 5). The
flat background DOS on the other hand originate from
quasi-localized rare eigenstates. Focusing on a disorder
sample that produces a low energy state contributing to
the flat part of the DOS, we compute the two compo-
nent spinor wave function ψ(x, y, z) of the this state using
Lanczos on H2 for µ = 0, L = 18 and W = 0.8t. Note
that for L = 18 and periodic boundary conditions this
places the first low energy state (in the clean limit) to be
at E0 ≈ 0.3t and thus satisfies ρ(0) = 0 for this value of
L. We project the probability amplitude into two dimen-
sions via
∑
z |ψ(x, y, z)|2 for plotting purposes. We find
that the wavefunction is quasi-localized in real space [see
Fig. 6(a)] about two sites one with a value of Vi ∼ 4W
and the other Vi ∼ 2W , with a probability ∼ exp(−10)
which is indeed a rare eigenstate relative to Vi ∼W .
We now compute the decay of the wavefunction from
its maximal value. To do this we first compute the
distance to the site where the wave function has its
maximum rmax and then compute the distance from it
ψ(r) ≡ ψ(|x − rmax|) (respecting the periodic boundary
conditions |xµ − rµmax| < L/2), the scatter plot of this is
shown in Fig. 6 (b). We then bin the wavefunction along
r and compute its power law decay, which leads to one
of our main results, namely for this particular rare state
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FIG. 6. (a) Projected probability density
∑
z |ψ(x, y, z)|2 in
the xy-plane of a rare wavefunction that corresponds to a state
in the low energy tail of the DOS with W/t = 0.8, L = 18,
and periodic boundary conditions. (b) A scatter plot of the
wave function decay away from its maximum value on a log-
log plot, showing a clear power-law trend. (c) The scatter
plot data is binned and is fit to a/rx showing a clear power
law decay at small r with x = 1.6 and the rare wavefunction
is indeed quasi-localized.
we find
ψ(r) ∼ 1
r1.6
. (15)
This power law decay can vary from one disorder sample
to the next but we do find good agreement with the ex-
pected analytic prediction of 1/r2 (Ref. [32]). Thus, we
conclude that these quasi-localized rare eigenstates are
unaffected by the the presence of particle-hole symme-
try.
It is important to contrast these quasi-localized eigen-
states in the ThSM regime with the exponentially lo-
calized Lifshitz states in the Anderson localized ThBI
phase. These quasi-localized eigenstates have level re-
pulsion [46] and are not Anderson localized. Therefore
focusing on weak disorder and tuning µ across µI(W )
(i.e. the ThDM to THBI transition) is a true metal to
insulator quantum phase transition where the power law
quasi-localized rare states are converted into exponen-
tially localized Anderson insulating zero energy states.
Having identified the eigenstates that make up the low
energy relatively flat L independent background DOS ex-
tending to E = 0 we are in a good position to determine
the evolution of ρ(0) versus W as seen in Fig. 7. In Fig. 7
(b) we plot the L independent background DOS with an
excellent fit to the rare region form [32]
log ρ(0) ∼ (t/W )2. (16)
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FIG. 7. (a) The DOS at zero energy ρ(0) as a function of
disorder strength W . A Weyl state at zero energy produces
a very large finite size effect in ρ(0), whereas the DOS with-
out a Weyl state becomes L independent at weak disorder
(W & 0.75t). With a Weyl state at zero energy, we can pin-
point the crossover due to the avoided transition to occur
roughly around W/t ≈ 1.0 (for Gaussian disorder by finite
size scaling). (b) Without a Weyl state at E = 0, rare states
begin populating the low-|E| DOS and they appear as an L
independent DOS. The data is well fit to the rare region form
ρ(0) ∼ exp(−a/W 2) and our results are consistent with only
the ThDM phase persisting at zero energy for weak disorder.
Even without an E = 0 state, we hit an artificial background
DOS due to the Gaussian broadening of the Dirac-delta func-
tion in the DOS of nearby states around W/t ≈ 0.7.
The data is well fit to this form over 4 orders of magni-
tude of ρ(0) ranging from W = 0.75t to 1.2t. For disorder
strength less then W ≈ 0.7 the rare states are generated
with such a low probability that we cannot accurately
estimate their contribution to ρ(0) on these size samples
for this number of disorder realizations. The non-zero
DOS at E = 0 has converted the ThSM into a ThDM
at E = 0. In Fig. 7 (a) we compare the data with anti-
periodic boundary conditions to the case of using periodic
boundary conditions, which for this L give rise to a Weyl
peak centered at E = 0, inducing a large finite size ef-
fect and obscuring the DOS at weak disorder. The data
with periodic boundary conditions does help however in
providing an estimate of the avoided QCP.
It is natural to expect that the non-zero ρ(0) rounds
out the QCP into an avoided transition. To show this
explicitly we study the strength of the avoidance by as-
suming that the DOS is always analytic. This implies
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FIG. 8. (a) The second derivative of the DOS at zero energy
at µ = 0 and as a function of disorder strength W/t for box
disorder. The peak describes the avoided QCP and remains
finite as we we saturate the value of L at each particular
NC . (b) Focusing at W/t = 3.4, and increasing with NC , we
eventually see the value of the peak saturating suggesting the
critical point is indeed avoided. This data has been averaged
over the twisted boundary conditions.
that
ρ(E) = ρ(0) +
1
2!
ρ′′(0)E2 +
1
4!
ρ(4)(0)E4 + . . . ., (17)
and if the DOS becomes non-analytic ρ′′(0) and ρ(4)(0)→
∞. Therefore, we use the size of the second derivative
(with respect to energy) of the zero energy DOS ρ′′(0)
to measure the strength of avoidance [47]. We compute
ρ′′(0) directly using the KPM [47]. As shown in Fig. 8
we find that for box disorder ρ′′(0) is saturated in both
system size and KPM expansion order. We conclude that
the DOS is analytic and the ThSM to ThDM QCP is
avoided.
Similar to what has been discussed in Refs. [46, 47],
these rare states lead to a destruction of the ThSM at low
energy, but as we will explore later there is still a regime
at finite energy where the effective semimetallic scaling
in the DOS can be seen. We sketch this for the QCPs and
avoided QCPs relevant in this work in Fig. 2(b). Rare re-
gions turn the critical point to an avoided critical point,
but we can still probe higher energy cross over features of
the DOS that are dictated by the hidden QCP. Thus, al-
though strictly from a theoretical viewpoint any disorder
destroys the ThSM phase creating the ThDM phase, for
all practical purposes an effective ThSM regime can still
be observed in the crossover behavior at higher energy
and lower disorder.
C. Thermal diffusive metal to band insulator
transition µI(W )
We now focus on the evolution of the clean QCP sepa-
rating the ThSM2 and ThBI in the presence of disorder.
As we have discussed in Section III A, the anisotropic
QCP at µI(W = 0) = ±6t has a non-analytic DOS
ρ(E) ∼ |E|3/2, which gives ρ′′(0) ∼ |µ − µI(0)|−1/2. We
now study the evolution of this point in the presence of
disorder. In Appendix A we treat the effect of disorder
on the anisotropic QCP within a perturbative RG ap-
proach. We find that (perturbatively) the QCP survives
11
in the presence of disorder with a renormalized phase
boundary, and the non-analytic behavior in the DOS re-
mains with the same critical exponents as in the clean
limit. As we show in Sec. VII, the RG predictions pro-
vide an accurate estimate of the power law scaling in both
the DOS and the average band gap. Here, however, we
are concerned with the asymptotic low energy behavior
of the DOS and whether or not the non-analytic behav-
ior that the power law implies holds all the way down to
E = 0.
To address this numerically, we focus on weak disorder
and vary the chemical potential passing from the ThDM
to ThBI phase. This transition is an Anderson localiza-
tion transition and will be characterized by non-self aver-
aging quantities (such as the typical DOS) developing sin-
gle parameter scaling. However, we are concerned with
following the clean quantum critical properties in the
presence of disorder and therefore focus on the average
DOS. Near the ThDM to ThBI transition, it is natural to
expect that there will be some non-trivial interplay be-
tween rare regions that are either exponentially localized
Lifshitz states or quasi-localized power law states. Since
both of these effects are inherently non-perturbative, we
study the strength of the non-analyticity in the DOS at
weak disorder by computing ρ′′(0) within the KPM.
As shown in Figs. 9 (a) and (b), we find that there is
a sharp peak in ρ′′(0) which provides an accurate esti-
mate of µI(W ). We find that the peak is saturated in
both L and NC . Thus, by removing all of the extrinsic
rounding due to finite size effects, we conclude that non-
perturbative effects of disorder give rise to an intrinsic
rounding that suppresses the divergence of ρ′′(0) and the
DOS remains analytic at the ThDM to ThBI transition.
There is a regime at moderate disorder strengths, where
the avoided quantum critical line µc(W ) approaches the
phase boundary µI(W ). As shown in Fig. 9(a) and (b),
in this regime our data does reveal the existence of two
peaks, suggestive that the two lines never intersect. For
very large W , we find these peaks become very broad and
are smeared out, Fig. 9(c).
V. PHASE DIAGRAM
Now that we have determined the physics of this model
at weak disorder we now move onto establishing the full
thermal phase diagram as a function of the chemical po-
tential (µ) and disorder (W ) in Fig. 10. We will then
move onto study the avoided criticality between ThSM
and ThDM regimes as well as the quantum phase transi-
tions separating the zero energy ThDM and ThBI phases
in detail in Sections VI and VII respectively. In or-
der to determine the regimes and phases in Fig. 10 us-
ing the density of states alone, we use slightly different
techniques to find the various transitions and crossovers.
Generally, we try to keep the Weyl state near zero-energy
as in Fig. 5(a) to study the avoided critical phenom-
ena at finite energy in the quantum critical fan [as il-
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FIG. 9. (a) The second derivative of the DOS across the
transition from ThSM to ThBI. At W = 0, this peak is non-
analytic, but for finite disorder, we find that it saturates as
we increase NC . We see this saturating clearly in (b) where
the peak’s height is independent of the size for NC = 2
10.
(c) The second derivative of the DOS as a function of µ/t
across the transition from ThDM to ThBI. We saturate the
second derivative of the DOS across the transition. The re-
sults are suggestive that the DOS remains analytic across the
transition, but are inconclusive as to whether an intermediate
ThSM regime remains between the ThBI phase and ThDM
regime. Each of these was computed with 1,000 disorder re-
alizations.
lustrated in Fig. 2(b)], and we use a box potential with
V (r) ∈ [−W/2,W/2].
We find that each ThSM regime is only present at non-
zero energy, which then crosses over to a diffusive metal
upon lowering E or increasing W . For fixed E, tuning
W allows us to pass through a quantum critical crossover
regime that is anchored by the avoided QCP line Wc(µ),
(see the thin solid orange line in Fig. 2 and the dotted
orange line in Fig. 10). In the ThSM regime, we find
the DOS has the form ρ(E) ∼ E2 for E > E∗ [where
12
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FIG. 10. Phase diagram for axial chemical potential disorder
in this system with ∆ = t. The respective phases are “metal-
lic” or “insulating” in terms of the Bogoliubov quasiparticles
(leading to thermal insulators or thermal conductors), but
thermally metallic phases host different regimes that can ap-
pear semimetallic at non-zero energy or diffusive at low ener-
gies with avoided quantum critical lines that “separate” the
two as we plot here in dashed orange. ThSMn represents
a thermal semi-metallic regime with n-nodes. ThBI is the
thermal band insulating phase while ThDM is the thermal
diffusive metal regime. The dashed line in the ThDM phase
is the onset of a zero-energy anti-localization peak in the DOS
associated with the this class D system [52]. The color plot
is the value of the order parameter ρ(0) and is interpolated
from all of the data computed in this paper. The noisy nature
of ρ(0) in the semimetallic phases is due to finite size effects
and sparsity of data. The color scale uses a lower bound of
ρ(0) ≥ 3× 10−4.
E∗ is the crossover energy to the ThDM regime with an
L-independent zero energy DOS that is roughly E in-
dependent, see Fig. 11(a) and (b)], with ρ(0) decreasing
with increasing L due to the Weyl peak centered about
E = 0. Near the avoided QCP the low energy DOS
goes like ρ(E) ∼ |E| for E > E∗ [see Fig. 11 (b)], which
defines the quantum critical regime. At finite energy,
upon crossing the avoided critical line Wc(µ) the model
crosses over into the ThDM with a finite DOS at zero
energy that becomes L-independent. Even though this
shares similarities with its non-superconducting counter-
parts [26–47], the superconducting case is quite differ-
ent due to particle-hole symmetry. For example, unlike
the metallic case, the beta function from the non-linear
sigma model analysis does not possess a zero [52], which
is suggestive that disorder cannot easily localize the zero
energy state. Within our calculations this gives rise to a
peak in the low energy average DOS that goes like −√E
at sufficiently low energy deep in the ThDM regime, as
described in detail in Appendix B. We find that this peak
does not occur until crossing a boundary that is always
slightly larger then Wc(µ) (see the dashed line in Fig 10).
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FIG. 11. The crossover from ThSM4 to ThDM at µ = 0 for
box disorder. (a) The rise of ρ(0) as a function of disorder
on a linear-linear scale. In the inset, we see the saturation
of ρ(0) in terms in the ThDM regime for large L. (b) The
DOS changes across this transition, going through a quantum
critical region where the DOS is linear near E = 0. Notice
that a peak begins to develop for the higher disorder. We
investigate this peak in Appendix B.
This is very suggestive that the non-linear sigma model
description of the problem does not apply until the dis-
order is strong enough to induce a relatively large zero
energy DOS.
In order to distinguish the two ThSM regimes at fi-
nite energy, we follow the chemical potential at which
the anistropic Weyl nodes occur at finite disorder (see
Section VI B below), and thus identify the crossover be-
tween the two ThSM regimes WSM(µ). This is shown
clearly in Fig. 12.
For fixed disorder strength below the ThDM regime
(i.e. W < Wc(µ)), upon tuning µ the BdG quasiparticles
become gapped out entering a ThBI phase, see Fig. 13.
Even considering rare regions, ρ(0) is technically not a
good order parameter on either side of this transition
as L → ∞, but its behavior at finite size allows us to
nonetheless characterize the transition. In addition, the
low energy power law of the DOS upon entering the ThBI
phase clearly indicates the existence of an average band
gap, as shown in Fig. 14. As discussed previously in sec-
tion IV, we expect Lifshitz tails should fill in a small ρ(0),
making ρ(0) > 0 on both sides of the transition; however,
they are Anderson localized states in the band insulator.
Separating these two phases is a QCP between a delo-
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FIG. 12. (a) The crossover from ThSM4 (left of peak) to
ThSM2 (right of peak) by observing the finite-size induced
peak for ρ(0) as a function of µ. Notice that away from the
peak the data becomes noisy. This is the expected behavior
for ρ(0) in the semi-metallic regime at finite size [see Fig 1(c)].
This data is taken at L = 60. An estimate for the full-width at
half-maximum is used for the error. (b) The avoided multi-
critical point can be visually captured here by considering
ρ(0) as a function of µ/t. The peak that began at µ = 2t
for W = 0 smoothly transitions to the peak seen here around
µ ∼ 2.4t. On the right side, we have either ThDM or ThSM4
depending on the value of W/t. On the right side, it quickly
becomes ThSM2
calized and localized phase, where in the clean limit the
band structure has an anistropic Weyl point. This tran-
sition line clearly evolves under disorder and chemical
potential defining the ThBI critical line WI(µ), and we
connect this transition to its clean counterpart in Sec-
tion VII.
We discuss how each of these crossovers and transi-
tions is determined from the data in Appendix C for the
average density of states. We discuss the thermal Ander-
son localization physics at much larger disorder strength
separately in Section VIII.
VI. AVOIDED QUANTUM CRITICALITY
A. ThSM to ThDM crossover
For µ = 0 we find a crossover from ThSM4 to ThDM,
which is captured in Fig. 11 (a) as ρ(0) becomes finite. As
discussed in Section V, we find that the avoided quantum
critical point is at Wc(µ = 0)/t = 3.525 ± 0.075, in the
inset to Fig. 11 (a). We can also see how the density of
states ρ(E) itself changes across the transition, as seen in
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FIG. 13. The transition from ThDM to ThBI. (a) ρ(0) as
it tends to zero from the ThDM to the ThBI (left) and the
average gap that forms in the insulator (right). The dashed
line represents a power-law fit of the gap for L = 120. (b) The
density of states across the transition. Notice that roughly
when the gap closes, ρ(0) > 0 indicating the ThDM phase.
(c) The transition from the ThSM2 regime (left of peak) to
the ThBI phase (right of peak) up to disorder W/t = 4. As
with the ThSM4 to ThSM2 crossover in Fig. 12, the peak at
the anisotropic Weyl node is expected and the subsequent fall
to ρ(0) = 0 even at this finite size of L = 60 is expected in the
ThBI phase. The transition and error bars are read off the
plot by the position of the peak and resolution of the data.
Fig. 11 (b). Near W = Wc we find the DOS for E > E
∗
varies like
ρ(E) ∼ |E|d/z−1 (18)
One can qualitatively see the that change from ρ(E) ∼
E2 to ρ(E) ∼ |E| occurs as a function of W on a
linear scale in Fig. 11 (b). with a critical exponent
z = 1.50 ± 0.09 [as shown in Fig. 15 (c)]. This result is
in excellent agreement with the field theoretic one loop
calculation for a random axial chemical potential [29].
As we show in Appendix A, various disorder couplings
are generated in the RG process that are not present in
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FIG. 14. When fitting ρ(E) ∼ Ed/z∗−1 across the phase tran-
sition from ThSM2 to ThBI, we can observe a sudden increase
in the power d/z∗ − 1 due to entering the ThBI phase. This
can be used to numerically give an upperbound to the tran-
sition µI(W ).
µ/t Wc/t z νFit νDC
0.000 3.525± 0.075 1.50± 0.09 1.34± 0.22 1.24± 0.28
2.320 3.300± 0.150 1.50± 0.10 1.63± 0.29 1.75± 0.16
2.420 3.375± 0.150 1.52± 0.14 1.42± 0.26 1.38± 0.31
2.520 3.425± 0.150 1.51± 0.10 1.37± 0.25 1.29± 0.30
5.000 5.275± 0.050∗ 1.44± 0.08 0.98± 0.24 0.90± 0.13
TABLE II. Avoided quantum critical points and critical ex-
ponents for the crossover from ThSM to ThDM. ∗This point
was found just by fitting a power law of ρ(0) ∼ |W −Wc|b on
the ThDM side; it is less reliable as a result.
the bare model. When these are all taken into account,
we find that the avoided QCP in this particle-hole sym-
metric model is in fact dictated by the universality class
of random axial chemical potential [29]. Thus, we find
that the RG provides an accurate prediction for the finite
energy power law scaling of the DOS. The agreement be-
tween the non-trivial power law scaling in the data and
the one loop RG estimates of the critical exponents lead
us to identify this as the quantum critical regime.
We now come to numerically determining the correla-
tion length exponent ν. We have pointed out in Ref. [42]
that computing ν from the KPM calculation of ρ suf-
fers from large fluctuations due to the accuracy problem
in Wc and the size of the critical region (which is hard
to determine as it depends sensitively on the strength of
the avoidance). Despite this we can still provide a rea-
sonable estimate of ν from the data via the power law
dependence and finite size scaling similar to the method
described in detail in Refs. [40, 42]. Due to the diverg-
ing correlation length at the transition ξ ∼ |δ|−ν (where
we have defined the distance to the avoided critical point
by δ = (W − Wc)/Wc) we expect the scaling hypoth-
esis to hold, which implies ρ(0) ∝ δν(d−z) with δ > 0
for sufficiently large L. Here, it is important to note
that this power law dependence exists on top of the ex-
ponentially small rare region contribution, and strictly
speaking ρ(0) 6= 0 for W = Wc in the thermodynamic
W/t µSM/t z
∗
SM
0 2 1.2
1.0 2.04± 0.04 1.22± 0.07
2.0 2.15± 0.04 1.27± 0.09
3.0 2.34± 0.06 1.33± 0.03
3.3 2.40± 0.12 1.47± 0.07
TABLE III. The values of the crossover point µSM(W ) for
various W values for the crossover ThSM4 to ThSM2. Addi-
tionally, the exponent z∗SM that describes ρ(E) ∼ Ed/z
∗
SM−1
is shown. The value at W = 0 is the clean value that is
analytically known; the rest are calculated numerically.
limit. Fitting ρ(0) ∝ δν(d−z) as shown in Fig. 15 (a) (us-
ing the value of Wc and z already determined) we find
νFit = 1.38± 0.38. The scaling hypothesis implies the fi-
nite size scaling form ρ(0) = Lz−df(δL1/ν), which we use
to perform data collapse yielding νDC = 1.24 ± 0.20, as
shown in Fig. 15 (b). The two values of ν are in relatively
good agreement.
Similarly, we consider the crossover from ThSM2 to
ThDM for various different values of µ (not shown) with
the results for the avoided critical points and their cor-
responding critical exponents in the quantum critical
crossover regime summarized in Table II.
Lastly, we have also estimated z and ν for a larger
number of points focusing on L = 120 along the avoided
quantum critical line Wc(µ) as depicted in Fig. 16. Inter-
estingly, we find that z ≈ 1.5 holds along the entire line.
Focusing on the avoided multi-critical point where the
avoided critical line Wc(µ) [separating the ThSM regime
and the ThDM regime] intersects the crossover line
WSM(µ) [separating the ThSM4 and ThSM2 regimes], de-
spite the uncertainty in ν, we find a systematic increase
in the value of ν near the multi-critical point. From a
one-loop RG calculation at this multi critical point there
are two relevant scaling variables and as a result νMC = 2,
which is in reasonable agreement with the numerics.
B. ThSM4 to ThSM2 crossover
We now turn to the crossover from one thermally
semimetallic regime (ThSM4) to the other (ThSM2).
The starting point for this transition is clearly given by
the peak µ/t = 2 in Fig. 1(c). This peak can be followed
to finite disorder and finally through the ThDM crossover
as illustrated in Fig. 12(a) and (b).
In the clean limit, there are 3 anisotropic Weyl points
(linear in kx and ky and parabolic in kz), and we know
that just as for the ThSM2 to ThBI transition, ρ(E) ∼
E3/2 or z∗SM = 1.2 by considering again
ρ(E) ∼ Ed/z∗SM−1. (19)
When we follow this to higher energies we get the values
enumerated in Table III. We see that the value z∗SM ≈ 1.2
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FIG. 15. In this figure, we determine the critical exponents for the quantum critical region between the ThSM4 to ThDM
regimes. The exponent ν is determined by two methods: (a) by ρ(0) ∝ δν(d−z) where δ = (W −Wc)/Wc and (b) by data
collapse minimizing the collapse function S(ν). This is illustrated here for Wc = 3.525. The exponent z is found simply in (c)
by fitting ρ(E) ∝ (E − b) 3z−1. The dashed lines are numerical fits. The computed values for ν and z are quoted in Table II.
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FIG. 16. The critical exponents z (a) and ν (b) along the
critical line connecting the ThSM phases to the ThDM. It
becomes more difficult to pin down a value of z the closer
we get to the ThBI phase. In fact, the uncertainty in z is
related to our inability to pin down the phase transition to a
good accuracy in those regions. Similarly, it becomes difficult
to pin down ν (when µ > 8t, ν cannot even be determined
reliably due to proximity to the transition to ThBI). The ν
data was found by finding the inflection point of log ρ(0) vs.
log δ by cubic interpolation and determining the tangent at
that point. Most of this data was found with ρ(E) computed
with L = 120 (for µ = 0, 2.32, 2.42, 2.52, and 5, L = 140 data
is used).
is valid until we start getting close to the transition to the
ThDM at which point, we obtain results consistent with
the value of z = 1.5. The DOS for small disorder (W/t =
1 and W/t = 2 in particular) have a large finite size
effect from the Weyl peaks. Thus, to obtain error bars
(for fixed L) we perform a fit on the systematically-noisy
data that we obtain by performing a moving average.
VII. THDM TO THBI QUANTUM PHASE
TRANSTION
We now turn to the diffusive metal to ThBI transi-
tion—which can be accessed at both weak and strong
disorder. In this section, we focus on the evolution of the
clean anisotropic QCP (at W = 0 and µ = ±6t) in the
presence of disorder. We consider the DOS and average
band gap to see how effects of the clean QCP survive
in the presence of disorder. Despite, focusing on self-
averaging quantities we are able to study the ThSM to
ThBI transition (see Fig. 10) from both sides of µI(W )
using ρ(E) and the average gap ∆g. Note that we will
use the notation for the transition line µI(W ) and its
functional inverse WI(µ) interchangeably.
We are able to connect this QCP to the clean limit by
studying the energy dependence of the density of states.
Along the critical line WI(µ) we compute the dynamic
exponent z∗ from
ρ(E) ∼ Ed/z∗−1. (20)
We show the corresponding numerical results for z∗ in
Fig. 19 (a), obtained from the fitting shown in Fig. 18.
We find good agreement with the dynamic exponent
in the clean limit (= 1.2) along WI(µ) until WI(µ) '
7.0t, which is in good agreement with the expectation
that disorder acts like an irrelevant perturbation to the
anisotropic QCP. As we have shown in Section IV C,
non-perturbative effects of disorder round out this non-
analyticity in the DOS at the lowest energy (or longest
length scale), and the quantum critical scaling only holds
at finite energy above a non-universal cross over scale.
Similar to the avoided QCP, due to the good agreement
between the numerics and the analytic estimate of crit-
ical exponents from the one loop RG, we associate this
with the quantum critical regime. When WI(µ) ' 7.0t,
the quantum critical fan from the avoided quantum crit-
ical point begins to contaminate the calculation for z∗,
leaving us with a wide range of exponents and large er-
ror bars. Our KPM numerics are no longer reliable for
determining critical exponents in this regime.
Upon entering the ThBI phase an average band gap
opens near zero energy, which is captured in ρ(E) de-
picted in Fig. 13(b). This allows us to determine the
average band gap in the ThBI phase. In both cases, we
also use the vanishing of gap as an order parameter for
the transition. Approaching µI(W ) from the ThBI side
we find that the average gap vanishes in a power law
fashion
∆g ∼ |µ− µI(W )|γ , (21)
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FIG. 17. The QCP associated with the ThBI to ThDM transition has a critical fan that can be observed here in the DOS. (a)
Moving from the ThBI to the critical point (represented by red), we see the fan sharply as the gap closes. (b) On the ThSM
side of the transition, the fan is a bit more subtle since the critical fan is a slight change in exponent ρ(E) ∼ E2 (or z = 1) for
the ThSM and ρ(E) ∼ E1.12 (or z = 1.4) for the other (see the inset). The critical fan appears at higher energies the farther
from the transition we go. (c) At higher disorder, the critical fan from the avoided QCP swamps all effects and we begin seeing
that quantum critical fan appear. For all plots the red line represents the approximate critical point and we have taken L = 60
and box potential disorder for these plots.
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FIG. 18. The fitting of the DOS at the transition from the
ThSM2 regime to the ThBI phase. In (a) we have a smaller
uncertainty for the transition, and in (b) we can fit a powerlaw
within the entire region to get a smooth change from z∗ ≈ 1.6
to z∗ ≈ 0.4 within this window.
where γ = νz since ∆g ∼ ξ−z with a correlation length
ξ ∼ |µ− µI(W )|−ν . The values of γ are given in Fig. 19
(b) which vary between 1 and 1.3 upon entering the ThBI
and jump up to 1.7 for WI(µ) = 9, closer to where the
disorder is so large that there is no remnant of the SM
regime any longer. Note that, since the non-analytic be-
havior in the DOS is rounded out, this implies that the
scaling of the average band gap is also rounded on the
largest length scales. Our data is consistent with ν ≈ 1
for most of the critical line if z∗ ≈ 1.2, until it becomes
closer in proximity to the avoided QCP and z ≈ 1.5,
while ν remains roughly the same.
The crossing of quantum critical fans can be seen in
Fig. 17 where the different regimes can be seen explic-
itly in the DOS. This is a verification of our schematic in
Fig. 2(b) near the QCP. For larger disorder, the ThDM
regime gets so close to the ThBI phase that we can no
longer properly discern a ThSM regime. Our results
in Fig. 9(c) are inconclusive in regards to whether the
avoided QCP and the true transition merge; instead we
merely see a broad and ill-defined peak in ρ′′(0) as a
function of µ.
The critical exponents (ν and z∗) that we have com-
puted in this section describe the power law scaling in the
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FIG. 19. The critical exponents on the critical line µI(W ).
(a) The critical exponent z∗ extracted from fitting ρ(E) ∼
Ed/z
∗−1. In the ThBI phase z∗ → 0+. For W = 0 (the blue
data point), this value is known exactly from analytics. For
1 ≤W ≤ 4 (the orange data points), ρ(E) is noisy, so we find
this exponent for larger bounds that could see higher band
effects. For W ≥ 5, we can fit ρ(E) with E/t  1 and these
are the exponents we find. (b) The critical exponent γ = νz,
that describes how the band insulator the gap increases in
the ThBI phase: ∆g ∼ (µ − µc)γ . Systematics that could
lead to appreciable error in this quantity cannot be reliably
estimated.
DOS and the average band gap. Our numerical estimates
are in good agreement with the one loop RG calculations
in Appendix A. Approaching this transition from the
ThBI side, the localization transition will be described
by a diverging localization length ξl ∼ |W −WI |−νl and
will give rise to single parameter scaling in quantities
that are not self averaging (such as the inverse participa-
tion ratio or the typical DOS), with robust non-analytic
behavior at E = 0. It will be interesting to study this lo-
calization transition in the future using observables that
explicitly track the localization length and see if there is
any relation between these two sets of exponents (e.g. ν
and νl).
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FIG. 20. Plots of the mobility edge defined by Medge(E) =
ρt(E)/ρ(E) tuning disorder W while keeping µ = 0 constant.
We see a large anti-localization peak in the DOS develop in
addition to the standard behavior that states far from E = 0
localize first. The function ρ(E) is calculated at L = 60 and
ρt(E) is calculated at L = 30 and NC = 2
13. In (a) we have
the whole range given by a color plot, and in (b) we see some
cuts illustrating how drastic the peak is.
VIII. THERMAL ANDERSON INSULATOR
AND LOCALIZATION AT LARGE DISORDER
We now turn to the thermal Anderson insulator prop-
erties at large disorder. It is important to note that we
are now considering a much larger disorder strength than
we have considered so far. In order to study localization
phenomenon, we consider both the typical [ρt(E)] and
the average [ρ(E)] density of states just as in Sec. B. Since
the typical DOS goes to zero in the thermal AI phase we
can define the mobility edge, as Medge(E) = ρt(E)/ρ(E).
As shown in Fig. 20, we find a thermal mobility edge
at finite energy, separating states that are a ThDM and
thermal Anderson insulator. The peak from Sec. B shows
up here before the transition. In addition, as shown in
Fig. 20 (a), the thermal mobility edge squeezes in towards
zero energy where states far away from zero energy lo-
calize first.
However, in order to see localization, we need to check
the NC-dependence of the typical DOS ρt(0). The fi-
nite KPM expansion order (NC) controls the broadening
of the Dirac-delta function in the local DOS. This intro-
duces an artificial length scale that can make ρt(0) “look”
more delocalized due to the convolution of the single par-
ticle wave functions and the broadened Dirac-delta func-
tions. For increasing NC this length scale in ρt(0) should
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FIG. 21. Typical DOS displaying the Anderson localization
transition at large disorder for µ = 0 and L = 30. (a) The NC
dependence of the typical DOS. In the localized phase, ρt(0)
decreases asNC is increased whereas in the ThDM phase ρt(0)
is relatively insensitive to NC . While this is plotted for µ = 0,
the plot is nearly identical for any µ [see Fig. 22 (a)]. (b)
The typical DOS goes to zero while the average DOS remains
finite. The average DOS is computed with L = 60. (c) The
peak in the typical-DOS before the transition to the AI. One
sees little or even positive NC dependence at E = 0. (d) The
peak splits and now ρt(E) has a strong NC dependence. With
the theory for the ThDM breaking down and other measures,
we conclude this is the localized phase.
vanish as NC →∞, and thus in the localized phase ρt(0)
should go to zero with NC →∞. As shown in Fig. 21 (a)
we find the transition point by fitting the data at each
NC to a power law ρt(0) ∼ (Wl−W )β and then fitting Wl
to a polynomial in NC , Wl = a/N
2
C + b/NC + c. We then
extrapolate Wl to Nc →∞ to obtain the true transition
point. This is represented in Fig. 21 (b).
However, one might wonder what happens to the peak
in the average and typical DOS in the AI phase. The peak
in the average gets broadened [see Fig. 24 (b)], but the
peak in the typical DOS behaves very differently. Before
the transition, one can see that the peak is more or less
intact in Fig. 21 (c), but after the transition to the AI,
the peak splits and gets a strong NC-dependence as seen
in Fig. 21 (d).
Since there is a localization phase transition, we can
also characterize the critical exponent by ρt(0) ∼ δβl
where δl = |Wl −W |/Wl. However, despite the unifor-
mity of the data for all µ, the slowly encroaching phase
transition for large µ modifies this behavior dramatically
and leads to what appears to be a lowering of β for larger
µ. We cannot confidently say that this is a real affect on
the critical exponent β, so we merely state its value at
µ = 0 which is β = 2.9 ± 0.1 and the fit can be seen
in Fig. 22 (b). However, ρt(0) and ρ(0) seem rather µ-
independent at around W ∼ 22t where the Anderson
transition occurs.
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FIG. 22. (a) The Anderson insulator transition line at large
disorder extracted from the NC dependence of the typical
DOS. (b) The fit of the power law for the typical DOS across
the Anderson localization transition in the regime that is NC
independent. We find β = 2.9± 0.1 and the fit is the red line.
All data here is taken at L = 30.
IX. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this work we have shown that three-dimensional
disordered spinless px + ipy superconductors have a rich
quantum phase diagram with various types of crossovers,
non-perturbative effects of disorder, quantum phase tran-
sitions between different superconducting phases, and
Anderson localization. This opens the door for the study
of disordered three-dimensional nodal superconductors in
general. Our work can also be thought of as the gen-
eral theory for the consideration of quantum phases in
Majorana-Weyl fermions in the presence of quenched dis-
order.
We have established the existence of non-perturbative
quasi-localized rare states in the presence of particle-hole
symmetry. (It is important to emphasize here that the
earlier extensive work [46, 47] in this context on nonper-
turbative rare region effects by two of the coauthors were
restricted to systems without (in italics) particle-hole
symmetery.) This finding is highly non-trivial as prior to
our work it was natural to assume that particle hole sym-
metry could somehow “protect” the zero energy eigen-
states, but we have found that this is not true. As a re-
sult of disorder-induced rare regions all three-dimensional
nodal superconductors will always have a non-vanishing
DOS at the Fermi energy. However, this effect is ex-
ponentially small in disorder, and may be therefore dif-
ficult to detect experimentally (but perhaps no more
difficult than in the corresponding non-superconducting
systems [46, 47]). Nonetheless, we do expect that the
avoided quantum critical fan can be probed in thermo-
dynamic quantities such as the specific heat or even the
thermal conductivity. We therefore expect that our re-
sults will be particularly relevant to situations involv-
ing doping of various heavy fermion superconductors.
Our main theoretical accomplishments are: (1) show-
ing that nonperturbative rare region effects convert vari-
ous disorder-driven ‘semimetal’ to ‘diffusive metal’ tran-
sitions to crossovers with avoided criticality (with the sys-
tem being always a diffusive metal even at very weak dis-
order in contrast to the perturbative RG theory); (2) the
underlying avoided critical physics can be well-described
by a one-loop RG calculation with reasonable agreement
between the RG theory and exact numerical calculations;
(3) non-perturbative effects of disorder can round out
non-analytic behavior in the clean DOS; (4) at strong
disorder, the three-dimensional class D diffusive metal
phase undergoes an Anderson localization transition to
an Anderson insulator. We emphasize that our work now
establishes these conclusions to be definitive for systems
with particle-hole symmetry with earlier work [46, 47] es-
tablishing it without this symmetry. Particle-hole sym-
metry allows additional phases and phase transitions in
the system which were not considered before.
A new feature of the model we have considered here,
that is distinct from our previous work on Dirac and
Weyl semimetals (Refs. [40, 42, 46, 47]), is the pres-
ence of a (thermal) semimetal to band insulator QCP
in the band structure. At this transition, the single par-
ticle dispersion still has nodal points but the scaling is
anisotropic. This leads to a non-analytic DOS that van-
ishes like ρ(E) ∼ |E|3/2, and represents a distinct phase
from that of the semimetal. Our RG results predict that
disorder acts as an irrelevant perturbation at this clean
fixed point, and the non-analytic behavior should hold
along the renormalized phase boundary (in disorder and
chemical potential). As we have shown, however, non-
perturbative effects of disorder round this out and the
DOS becomes analytic across the entire phase diagram.
The explicit theory of these anisotropic rare states is un-
known at present and is an interesting problem for future
work. Nonetheless, our results point to the generic sce-
nario that non-perturbative effects of disorder dominate
the generic behavior of three-dimensional Fermi points
(at the longest length scales) independent of symmetry
classifications. Disorder acts like an irrelevant perturba-
tion making this class of problems distinct from those
with a DOS that does not vanish faster than |E| (e.g.
graphene or two-dimensional d-wave superconductors),
which is an important new distinction arising from our
work.
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It will be important in the future to treat the supercon-
ducting phase in a self consistent manner. Here we de-
scribed phases, crossover regimes, avoided criticality, and
other properties of the a nodal class-D Hamiltonian, but
a real system will have a fluctuating order parameter af-
fected by disorder. The existence of these rare states are
likely not very sensitive to a spatially fluctuating super-
conducting gap. As a result, our work opens the prospect
of finding rare region mediated superconductivity, where
the quasi-localized large probability amplitude is likely to
produce tunneling of the Bogoliubov-de Gennes quasipar-
ticles between the rare regions leading to large puddles
of superconductivity that will eventually become phase
coherent [32] at sufficiently low temperatures. A detailed
study of this physics is well outside the scope of the cur-
rent work focusing on the quantum criticality (or lack
thereof), but should be an important future extension of
our work. Such a rare region mediated superconductivity
will essentially be a novel and exotic phase of matter.
The phase diagrams in Fig. 2 and Fig. 10 summarize all
of the physics presented in this manuscript. Our simple
model captures much of the essential physics of gapless
Weyl nodes in the presence of particle-hole symmetry.
We explored much of this physics in the current work:
the role of rare-regions, the nontrivial density of states
in the diffusive metal, and the localization transition at
higher values of disorder. Despite rare-regions, we were
still able to probe field theoretic quantites like critical ex-
ponents near the avoided critical point, and characterize
the physics near true transitions such as the thermal in-
sulator to thermal metal transition. Our analytical and
numerical works agree well with each other where ever
they both apply. The current work along with the earlier
works presented in Refs. [40, 42, 46, 47] essentially com-
plete the basic theoretical study of disorder-driven quan-
tum criticality and nonperturbative rare region physics
in three dimensional Weyl systems, bringing to an end a
quest that started thirty years ago with Refs. [26, 27].
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Appendix A: Perturbative renormalization group
analysis
In this appendix we determine the perturbative ef-
fects of disorder on the model defined in Eq. (1). Our
goal is to establish the universality class, within one loop
RG, that governs the perturbative QCPs. Despite this
method missing the non-perturbative effects of disorder,
the RG does provide an analytic understanding of various
features we have observed in the numerics.
1. Anisotropic QCP between ThSM2 and ThBI
We first consider the disorder effects on the single fla-
vor of critical excitations governing the QCP between
ThSM2 and ThBI. In the presence of a random chemi-
cal potential V (r) (for normal quasiparticles) following
Gaussian white noise distribution, the replicated Eu-
clidean effective action around the critical point becomes
S¯c =
∫
d3xdτψ†a[∂τ − ivp∇⊥ · τ + (c1∂23 + δµ)τ3]ψa
− ∆0
2
∫
d3xdτdτ ′[ψ†aτ3ψa](x, τ)[ψ
†
bτ3ψb](x, τ
′), (A1)
where a and b are replica indices, and δµ = 6t − µ is
the deviation from the QCP, vp = ∆p is the quasiparti-
cle velocity in the xy plane, c1 = t is the inverse effec-
tive mass along the z direction, and ∆0 is the disorder
strength. The quadratic part of S¯c remains invariant un-
der the scale transformations x⊥ → x⊥el, τ → τel and
x3 → x3el/2, and ψ → ψe−5l/4, while the disorder cou-
pling changes according to ∆0(l) = ∆0(0)e
−l/2. There-
fore, weak disorder is an irrelevant perturbation, which
can only modify the location of the QCP or the phase
boundary between ThSM2 and TBI. At one loop level
the RG flow equation for ∆0 is given by
d∆0
dl
= −∆0
2
− B1∆20, (A2)
where B1 is a nonuniversal constant that depends on the
precise method of mode elimination. Therefore, the lead-
ing order quantum corrections make disorder a more ir-
relevant perturbation at the QCP. This is reminiscent of
mass disorder effects on a two dimensional, two compo-
nent Majorana fermion that separates a thermal quan-
tum Hall and a thermal band insulator. In fact, by set-
ting c1 = 0, one accesses this particular case of a two
dimensional quantum phase transition. To summarize,
the QCP separating ThSM2 and ThBI remains stable
against disorder, even after accounting for quantum cor-
rections at one loop level, in contrast to the predictions
of SCBA. The RG flow equation for δµ is given by
dδµ
dl
= (1− B2∆0)δµ+ B3c1∆0 (A3)
where B2 and B3 are two additional regulator dependent,
positive constants. After solving the two flow equations
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simultaneously, we find
[δµ(l) +
2
3
B3c1∆0(l)] ≈ [δµ(0) + 2
3
B3c1∆0(0)]el, (A4)
for weak disorder. Therefore, δµ˜ = [δµ(0) +
2
3B3c1∆0(0)] = 0 defines the renormalized phase bound-
ary between ThSM2 and ThBI. After noting that δµ(0) =
6t − µ, we find that disorder shifts the phase boundary
to a larger value of chemical potential µ = t(6 + 23B3∆0),
thus expanding the ThSM2 region. If δµ˜ < 0, we need
to integrate the flow equations up to l∗ = log (1/|δµ˜|),
and work with the low energy theory of disordered MW
fermions. Hence, in the vicinity of the ThSM2 to ThBI
transition, ∆0(l∗) < ∆0(0) acts as the bare disorder cou-
pling for the MW fermions. Consequently, we expect
Wc(µ) to increase when µ approaches the ThSM2 to
ThBI phase boundary.
2. Majorana-Weyl fermions: ThSM to ThDM
perturbative QCP
Inside the ThSM2 phase, the Nambu spinor ψ(x) can
be written in terms of the two component right and
left handed MW fermion fields as ψ(x) = R(x)eiK1x3 +
L(x)e−iK1x3 . After combining the right and left handed
fields R and L into a four component spinor ΨT =
(RT , LT τ3), the effective action for the MW fermions can
be written in the following form
SMW =
∫
d3xdτΨ†[∂τ − iv∂jΓj ]Ψ, (A5)
where Γj = σ3⊗ τj are three anticommuting gamma ma-
trices. We have rescaled the spatial coordinates accord-
ing to x⊥ → (vF /vp)1/3x⊥, x3 → (vp/vF )2/3x3, where
vF = 2t sin(K1) is the velocity of Weyl fermions along the
z or nodal direction. Consequently, we have obtained an
isotropic quasiparticle velocity v = v
1/3
F v
2/3
p . Since the
other two anticommuting gamma matrices Γ4 = η1 ⊗ τ0
and Γ5 = η2 ⊗ τ0 are absent from the effective action,
the system has a continuous chiral symmetry under the
operation Ψ → eiθΓ45 where Γ45 = −Γ4Γ5 = η3 ⊗ τ0.
Physically the chiral symmetry originates from the un-
derlying translational symmetry.
The random chemical potential for normal quasipar-
ticles gives rise to (i) intranode scattering term of the
form V3,45(x)Ψ
†Γ3Γ45Ψ, and (ii) two internode scatter-
ing terms Vb,1(x)Ψ
†Γ4Ψ and Vb,2(x)Ψ†Γ5Ψ. The intra-
node scattering term acts as the third component of
the random axial vector potential, causing a random
variation of the nodal separation along the z direction.
By contrast, the internode scattering terms act as ran-
dom Dirac masses. We will consider these intranode
and internode scattering terms as independent random
variables, following Gaussian white noise distributions,
and respectively assign the coupling constants ∆1, and
∆b,1 = ∆b,2 = ∆2. For a short range random chemi-
cal potential, the bare intranode and internode coupling
constants are almost equal.
When we coarse grain the replicated, disorder aver-
aged effective action obtained from the above random po-
tentials, additional intranode scattering terms are gener-
ated. They are described by (i)
∑2
j=1 Vj,45(x)Ψ
†ΓjΓ45Ψ
and (ii) V45(x)Ψ
†Γ45Ψ. At the microscopic level, the
first type of scattering arises from random triplet pair-
ing along the z direction (i.e., with a form factor sin k3).
For the low energy problem, they serve as other two
components of random axial vector potential, causing
a shift of Weyl nodes in the xy plane. The second in-
tranode term describes a random axial chemical poten-
tial, and at the microscopic level it originates from the
random Doppler shift. Therefore, the RG analysis has
to be carried out by including these additional scatter-
ing processes. We will assume the Vj,45’s and V45 to be
independent random variables following Gaussian white
noise distributions, respectively possessing the coupling
constants ∆1,45 = ∆2,45 = ∆3 and ∆4. Therefore, we
perform the RG analysis of the following replicated effec-
tive action
S¯MW =
∫
d3xdτΨ†a[∂τ − iv∂jΓj ]Ψa −
∆1
2
∫
d3xdτdτ ′[Ψ†aΓ3Γ45Ψa](x, τ)[Ψ
†
bΓ3Γ45Ψb](x, τ
′)− ∆2
2
∫
d3xdτdτ ′
×{[Ψ†aΓ4Ψa](x, τ)[Ψ†bΓ4Ψb](x, τ ′) + [Ψ†aΓ5Ψa](x, τ)[Ψ†bΓ5Ψb](x, τ ′)} −
∆3
2
2∑
j=1
∫
d3xdτdτ ′[Ψ†aΓjΓ45Ψa](x, τ)×
[Ψ†bΓjΓ45Ψb](x, τ
′)− ∆4
2
∫
d3xdτdτ ′[Ψ†aΓ45Ψa](x, τ)[Ψ
†
bΓ45Ψb](x, τ
′). (A6)
Under the scale transformation x → xel, τ → τel,
Ψ → Ψe−3l/2 the quadratic part of the action remains
invariant. But, the disorder couplings change according
to ∆j(l) = ∆j(0)e
−l. Therefore, weak disorder is an ir-
relevant perturbation. After carrying out a one loop RG
calculation (this is controlled by a d = 2+ continuation)
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FIG. 23. (Color Online) Renormalized disorder couplings vs. RG flow time l = log(Λ0/Λ). The disorder couplings ∆1, ∆2, ∆3
and ∆4 are respectively showed as the green, orange, blue and purple lines. (a) for the initial values ∆1(0) = ∆2(0) = 0.8701,
∆3(0) = ∆4(0) = 0 the renormalized disorder couplings flow to zero at long wavelength limit, signifying a perturbatively stable
thermal semimetal phase. (b) for the initial values ∆1(0) = ∆2(0) = 0.8702, ∆3(0) = ∆4(0) = 0, the renormalied axial chemical
potential coupling ∆4(l) diverges at long wavelength limit, indicating a diffusive metal phase. Therefore the universality class
of quantum phase transition between semimetal and diffusive metal phases is described by the axial chemical potential disorder
controlled quantum critical point, even though we are explicitly tuning the strength of random chemical potential for normal
quasiparticles.
we find the following RG flow equations
d∆1
dl
= ∆1
[
−1− 2∆1
3
− 4∆2
3
+
4∆3
3
− 2∆4
3
]
+
4∆22
3
+
8∆3∆4
3
, (A7)
d∆2
dl
= ∆2
[
−1− 2∆1
3
− 4∆3
3
+ 2∆4
]
, (A8)
d∆3
dl
= ∆3
[
−1 + 2∆1
3
− 4∆2
3
+
2∆4
3
]
+
4∆22
3
+
4∆1∆4
3
, (A9)
d∆4
dl
= ∆4 [−1 + 2∆1 − 4∆2 + 4∆3 + 2∆4] + 4∆
2
3
3
+
8∆1∆3
3
, (A10)
and a scale dependent dynamic scaling exponent z(l) =
1+∆1(l)+2∆2(l)+2∆3(l)+∆4(l). Apart from the attrac-
tive clean fixed point, these flow equations support a re-
pulsive fixed point at ∆1 = ∆2 = ∆3 = 0 and ∆4 = 1/2,
with a dynamic scaling exponent z = 3/2. Therefore,
the universality class of the semimetal to diffusive metal
transition of MW fermions is governed by the random
axial chemical potential. This claim can be further sub-
stantiated by numerically solving the coupled RG flow
equations, with the initial condition ∆1(0) = ∆2(0) 6= 0
and ∆3(0) = ∆4(0) = 0. Notice that the intranode part
of the random chemical potential disorder by itself is an
irrelevant perturbation, and the interplay of intranode
and internode scattering processes is essential for driving
the phase transition. In Fig. 23 (a) we plot the disor-
der couplings ∆j(l)when ∆1(0) = ∆2(0) = 0.8701. At
a large length scale, all the renormalized disorder cou-
plings flow to zero, thus indicating a perturbatively stable
ThSM2 phase. By contrast, for ∆1(0) = ∆2(0) = 0.8702,
renormalized axial chemical potential coupling ∆4 flows
to strong coupling, as shown in Fig. 23 (b). This signals
a disorder driven diffusive metal phase. Notice that the
renormalized strengths of the other three disorder cou-
plings are negligible in comparison to ∆4, which helps
us to verify that the universality class of disorder driven
semimetal to metal transition is indeed controlled by ran-
dom axial chemical potential.
For a single Weyl cone with a random axial chemi-
cal potential, one can directly apply the arguments for
non-perturbative effects of rare regions as in Ref. [32] to
show the existence of low energy quasi-localized eigen-
states that produce a non-zero but exponentially small
DOS at weak disorder. The fact that the universality
class of the transition for MW fermions reduces to that
of the random axial chemical potential provides a plau-
sible explanation for why the non-perturbative effects of
disorder (described in detail in the next section) in this
particle hole symmetric model are well described by rare
regions in the presence of potential disorder, which breaks
this symmetry. Essentially, nonperturbative rare region
effects are outside the realm of the perturbative RG the-
ory developed in this section (and the situation does not
change in higher loops in RG either) with the very ba-
sic ingredient of the RG argument, namely, that weak
disorder is irrelevant (which also remains true in the self-
consistent Born approximation) breaks down in the pres-
ence of disorder-induced rare region effects leading to a
destabilization of the ThSM phase to the ThDM phase
already at infinitesimal disorder. We study this nonper-
turbative physics numerically in Sec. IV.
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Appendix B: Thermal diffusive metal
In this appendix we briefly study the properties of the
low energy DOS deep in the ThDM phase. In order to
make sure we are not in an insulating phase, we con-
sider both the average and typical DOS. Both of these
quantities are nonzero, and the DOS follows closely the
non-linear sigma model analysis [52, 53]. As predicted,
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FIG. 24. The peak in both the normal-DOS (a) and typical-
DOS (b) around E = 0 as predicted by perturbation theory
for a ThDM. The peak becomes well-defined at finite disorder
and persists up to all disorders considered here. The DOS is
calculated at L = 60 and the typical-DOS is calculated at
L = 30. (c) We show here two example fits to the expected
analytical form for the anti-localizaiton peak in ρ(E) to the
numerical data defined with the integral in Eq. (B1) for small
E. (d) The fit (the dashed red line) works surprisingly well
to even lower energies for ρt(E)
we see a characteristic peak in the average and typical
DOS within this regime as seen in Fig. 24 (a) and (b).
In particular, from perturbation theory quantum inter-
ference phenomena induces a peak in the DOS that can
be calculated from
ρ(E) = ρ¯+
1
pi
<
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
1
Dk2 − 2iE . (B1)
where ρ¯ is some constant, < is specifies the real part, and
D is the diffusion constant (we fit our peak to ρ¯, D, and
a cutoff scale Λ). In particular, near E = 0, we have
ρ(E)− ρ(0) ∼ −
√
|E|, (B2)
with ρ(0) > 0. The data is well fit by the analytic form as
indicated in Fig. 24(c). It is important to note that this
peak does not manifest itself until well after the avoided
QCP and its onset is indicated by a dashed green line
in Fig. 10. In fact, the fit is even better for the typical
DOS as seen in Fig. 24(d). However, higher energy states
begin to localize as indicated by the typical DOS and we
eventually find a transition into an Anderson insulator.
Appendix C: Estimating cross over and phase
boundaries
1. The avoided QCP between ThSM to ThDM
For the ThSMn to ThDM crossover, we have stud-
ied µ/t = 0, 2.32, 2.42, 2.52, 5.0 at various system sizes
ranging from L = 60− 140 in steps of 20. As a function
of W , we analyze ρ(0) for various system sizes to obtain
an estimate of the avoided critical line Wc(µ) between
the ThSMn and ThDM crossovers. As 1/L → 0, ρ(0)
tends to its rare-region value ρ(0)  1 in the ThSMn
regime, but in the ThDM regime, it saturates to a larger
value ρ(0) ∼ O(1), and for µ/t = 0, 2.32, 2.42, 2.52 we
use this to locate Wc(µ), see Fig. 11. However, in gen-
eral tracking the size dependence is complicated by the
renormalization of µ: The number of states at E = 0 can
fluctuate at finite disorder, and with the numerics pre-
sented in this section we cannot distinguish between rare-
region effects and numerical background effects when the
zero-energy state is not present. We therefore cannot
use this approach in general. For the other values of µ
along this transition line (µ = 0 − 10 in increments of
0.5) we focus on L = 120 and fit a power law well into
the ThDM regime to find the transition point, i.e. from
ρ(0) ∝ (W −Wc)b on the ThDM side of the transition
for L = 120. From this we obtain the approximate loca-
tion of the avoided quantum critical point between the
ThSM and ThDM regimes as shown in Fig. 10. We have
checked that these two procedures give consistent esti-
mates of Wc(µ).
2. ThSM4 to ThSM2
For the crossover between the ThSM4 to ThSM2
regimes we utilize the fact that for a fixed L, ρ(0) has
a maximum at the transition for W = 0 (see Fig 1(c)).
We can understand this maximum by an increase in the
number of zero energy states due to the three anisotropic
points, and we can easily track it as seen in Fig. 12.
Due to the perturbative irrelevance of disorder to the
anisotropic Weyl nodes and an analysis of ρ(E) (see Sec-
tion VI B) we conclude that this is a signature of the
crossover. This maximum broadens and eventually in-
tersects the avoided quantum critical line.
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3. ThSM2/ThDM to ThBI
To determine the transition from the ThDM to the
ThBI phase, the value of ρ(0) drops abruptly (due to an
average gap there are very few if not zero states at or
near E = 0, even at finite size) which is easily discernible
up to W ∼ 5t. Since ρ(0) isn’t an order parameter for
the transition we use two complementary methods to find
the critical line µI(W ): (A) By fitting ρ(E) ∼ Ed/z∗−1
to the DOS inside the ThSM2 regime and observing
where z∗  1 (numerically d/z∗ ∼ O(102) suddenly, see
Fig. 14) as a result of an average gap in the spectrum.
(B) Approaching the transition from the ThBI, we find
the average band gap in the ThBI phase and extrapolate
it to zero via a power law fit, see Fig. 13(a).
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